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T-System, the first recycled 
plastic “dress” made to restyle
all the city traffic and advertising signs.

Approved by the 
Italian Ministry 
of Trasportation

Approved by the 
Italian Ministry of 
the Environment 

www.trialsystem.eu

QUI

-
Is the urban habitat innovation



is urban innovation

SAFER ROADS

- Its triangular shape, smooth corners, 
and structural characteristics provide 
great shock absorption in case of
impact.
- Reflective tags at the base of the 
structure, flag the presence of obstacles. 
- The design and the color improve and 
make the traffic signals more visible.

MORE INFORMATION

- The displayed informations and the 
directions in multiple languages, allow 
citizens and tourists as well an easier 
mobility.   
- The Braille characters printed 
informations applied to TSystem, 
virtually remove all the architectural 
barriers, becoming a lighthouse for the 
blind population.
- Support various signs in different 
materials and sizes  
- Supports internal wireless technology, 
traffic sensor, temperature and many 
others.
- On each of its three sides, is possible 
to apply the latest QR code technology. 
With the QR code, is possbile to receive 
on your Smartphone, I-Phone or Tablet 
real time informations about tourist 
landmarks, traffic updates, promotional 
messages and videos.

A NEW SYSTEM 
FOR THE BIG AREAS

Where clear and highly visible directions 
are a necessity, TSystem is THE structure 
capable to achieve that. In huge areas like 
airports, freeways, big commercial areas 
and major events, TSystem is the perect 
choice.
T-System report routes, gates, departments 
and activities and also can be applied on 
walls and ceilings as well.

MORE ELEGANT
CITY ENVIRONMENT

Furrish and distinguish spaces and areas, 
providing an elegant visual coordination 
to urban planning, a single structure can be 
applied to traffic signs, signage and billboards. 

A CLEANER ENVIRONMENT

It recycles huge quantities of material, a 
3 meters structure uses about 5 kg, reborning 
into a usefull and beautiful product.
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5 valid reasons in order to install T-System
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T-System, the first recycled 
plastic “dress” made to restyle
all the city traffic and advertising signs.

beauty and functionality in the city!

QUI

Turismo
MostreMostre
Spettacoli
Trasporti

Le informazioni in 
caratteri braille
sono indispensabili 
per i cittadini non
vedenti.
Conserviamole 
bene.bene.

-
Is the urban habitat innovation



Sizes: Heights: cm 300/350/400 - Additional heights can be easilly costume made. It covers ø 60 mm poles

Materials: Structure and internal section: recycled PVC - Cap: Poliammide 6 - 30% black industrial fiberglass

Colors: All colors of the RAL scale are avaible, metal finish as well.

laws-decrees-advantages

•TSystem is an exclusive product and an agreement can be directly negotiated without the need 
to publish an ITB (Invitation to Bid) 

•The Braille characters placques, allow to access the Regional Architectural and Urban planing 
fundings.

•Approved by the Italian Ministry of the Environment: D.M.  May 8th 2003, n. 203 

TrialSystem is a Wallcovering Pubblicità Srl   Via Scaldasole, 6 - 20123 Milano - Tel. 02 89423687 
Fax 0283200893 - e-mail: info@trialsystem.eu

Does not require maintenance Resist to -40°/+60° temperatures

Resistant to weather agents Light and manageable

Fire resistant and self extinguishing Insulating

Easy to install any signs Totally produced with recycled mat

T-System, the first recycled 
plastic “dress” made to restyle
all the city traffic and advertising signs.

is innovation!
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